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Abstract
This study evaluates common load testing tools with focus on AJAX based web applications,
including JSF ViewState and WebSockets as special cases. Load tests are created and
executed using an internal application provided by the collaborating company NovaTec
GmbH. The evaluation focuses on the efficient creation and maintainance of workload
specifications, which is of great importance when employing load tests in larger projects.
Eight tools have been tested and recommendations are given for different use cases at the
end of the paper.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Studie bewertet gebräuchliche Lasttest-Werkzeuge, wobei das Augenmerk auf AJAX-
basierte Web-Anwendungen, den JSF ViewState und WebSockets als spezieller Fall gerichtet
ist. Lasttests werden durch eine interne Anwendung erstellt und ausgeführt. Diese An-
wendung wird von der zusammenarbeitenden Firma NovaTec GmbH bereit gestellt. Die
Auswertung konzentriert sich auf die effiziente Erstellung und Wartung von Lasttest-
Spezifikationen, was von großer Bedeutung ist, falls solche Lasttests in umfangreicheren
Projekten verwendet werden. Es wurden acht Werkzeuge getestet und die dazugehörigen
Empfehlungen auf Basis verschiedener Anwendungsfällen am Ende der Ausarbeitung
ausgesprochen.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
For modern web applications it is critical to remain available and guarantee short response
times—even if accessed by large numbers of concurrent users. Studies show that response
times above one second cause dissatisfaction, which makes users switch to a competitor
sooner or later [Cheung and Lee, 2005].
Building applications that meet these performance requirements starts with planning
and testing these requirements in the early stages of the development process. Load tests
are carried out in order to ensure that the required number of customers can be served
simultaneously without exceeding a certain response time and performance requirements
such as throughput and utilization.
In practice, load tests are rarely an integral part of the development process, see
P. Haberl [2012]. The main reasons (other than the lack of time or money) may be the
common preconception that meaningful load tests are too difficult to create and maintain
as well as short-sighted calculations showing that the benefits of load tests don’t outweigh
their costs.
However, there are lots of tools available—both open-source and commercial—that
support the creation and execution of load tests. Because of the high variety of these tools,
it may be difficult to find a suitable solution for the individual use case.
1.2 Goals
This study attempts to serve as a guidance for choosing the right load testing tool—
particularly for testing web-based applications that make use of AJAX and WebSockets.
The results will be reported in form of a market overview, a criteria catalog and transparent
experiments that allow for quick comparison of the tools. We also make a recommendation
on which tool to use for several different use cases.
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1.3 Collaboration with NovaTec Consulting GmbH
This case study is conducted in collaboration with NovaTec Consulting GmbH in Leinfelden-
Echterdingen. NovaTec is an owner-operated, independent German IT consulting firm
that amongst other things specializes in performance management and load testing. In
the context of load testing, NovaTec offers the freely available product LoadIT ([NovaTec
Solutions GmbH, 2014]), which is an extension for the popular JMeter tool ([Apache
Foundation, 2014]).
1.4 Document Structure
Chapter 2 presents our organization. Chapter 3 presents relevant foundations. Chapter 4
gives a market overview. Chapter 5 presents the evaluation criteria. The evaluation
procedure is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents the evaluation results.
2
Chapter 2
Organization
This chapter will describe the milestones and phases of the study, which was conducted
over six months in the period between 2nd May 2014 and 1st October 2014.
2.1 Timeline
The following Gantt chart shows the milestones and phases of the study.
2.2 Phases
Phase 1: Begin of the Study The study began with the kickoff meeting on 2nd May 2014 in
the department of NovaTec Consulting GmbH in Leinfelden-Echterdingen. After presenting
our first ideas to NovaTec, we were introduced to the basics of Load Testing Tools and the
requirements of the study. Our presentation also contained slides about our general course,
goals, a preliminary criteria catalog, and a first list of load testing tool.
Phase 2: Research In this phase we familiarized us with the topic of load testing and
also searched for load testing tool, which we listed in the market overview (see Chapter 4).
Phase 3: Evaluation Criteria Several criteria for our evaluation were developed. They are
based on the kickoff meeting notes and further research. Our criteria catalog was planned
to complete over time in case we find further important criteria points while testing our
selected tools. The rating and structure of the specific criteria points are defined by us.
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Phase 4: Creation of the Load Testing Tool List While being in this phase, we searched
for five to eight load testing tools to test within our study. We chose JMeter as the most
popular and few load testing tools were also recommended by NovaTec to be considered
within our elaboration.
Phase 5: Set up of the Evaluation Plan Before we were able to start the evaluation
of the tools we selected, we had to determine the evaluation procedure first. After we set it
up we used this procedure for every load testing tool we chose.
Phase 6: Evaluation of the Tools In this phase we used our evaluation plan on all se-
lected load testing tools and took down all information we gathered in notes and tables.
Phase 7: Creation of the Elaboration Creating the elaboration was continuous process
since the beginning of our project. We categorized our gathered information in a compact
introduction to explain the first steps of load testing followed by the market overview.
Afterwards we show our specifically set up criteria catalog with the evaluation procedure.
At last we represent all our evaluation results in both text and tabular form.
2.3 Milestones
Ź 1st Milestone 2nd May 2014: Kick-Off Meeting with NovaTec. We presented our goals
and a first load testings tool list and criteria catalog. Subsequently there was a discussion
about additional points that needed to be taken into our elaboration and which topics
needed improvement and more attention.
Ź 2nd Milestone 26th August 2014: Intermediate State Discussion with NovaTec. On
this meeting we presented all our results till then. Our progress came to 80 percent
completion rate at this time.
Ź 3rd Milestone 2nd October 2014: Handing in of the final version. At this point we
were done with all the testings, summarized all our evaluation results and did several
feedback rounds.
Ź 4th Milestone Mid October 2014: Presentation of our study with focus on testing with
WebSocket protocol.
4
Chapter 3
Basics of Load Testing
This chapter provides an overview about load testing. In Section 3.1 we point out the
meaning of load testing. Section 3.2 presents the basics of performance testing, while
Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 introduce different workload specification and generation
approaches, respectively.
3.1 Meaning of Load Testing
Note that the term ’load test’ is ambivalent. It may either refer to performance tests in
general or to the most basic form of performance testing as explained in Section 3.3. For
performance testing, Abbors et al. [2012] give the following definition:
"The idea behind performance testing is to validate the system under test in
terms of its responsiveness, stability, and resource utilization when the system
is put under certain synthetic workload in a controlled environment"
3.2 Performance Testing Basics
Performance tests examine the performance of a system under a particular workload.
Performance can be defined by many different metrics in this context, e.g., response time,
throughput, etc.
A typical test setup is depicted in Figure 3.1. It requires several workload agents
to send requests to the system under test. The overall amount and time distribution of
these requests is determined by a workload specification and distributed by the controller.
During the processing of the requests, the system under test as well as the workload agents
measure certain metrics to gather information about the reaction of the system. The data is
collected and used to generate a report.
3.3 Variants of Performance Tests
There are several variations of performance tests that can be characterized by their goals.
We follow the classification of Subraya and Subrahmanya [2000].
5
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Figure 3.1. General load test architecture
Ź Load tests: The goal of a load test is to simulate realistic, day-to-day conditions and to
observe how the application server can handle it. In particular, think times and arrival
rates are used to reflect the observed load patterns in production use.
Ź Stress tests: A stress test analyzes the behaviour of an overloaded system. It serves to
test the stability and robustness of the system under extreme circumstances.
Ź Endurance/Durability/Soak tests: Endurance tests put load on the system for a longer
period of time. The goal is to find memory leaks and other causes of performance
degradation.
3.4 Workload Specification Approaches
In this section we will define and explain the different possibilities to generate certain
workload specification successfully. The record-and-play approach will be introduced in
Section 3.4.1 and scripting in Section 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Record-and-Play
One of the quickest ways to get a workload specification is to once execute a sequence
of actions and have the computer record it. Since reproducing the actions by simulating
6
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mouse clicks and other UI interactions would be too slow, performance tests are based
on sending requests. Therefore, it suffices to record all the request that have been made
during the action sequence. There are multiple possibilities to intercept these requests:
Ź Built-in browser: The load testing tool contains a mini-browser, in which the user
executes the actions.
Ź Browser plug-in: The load testing tool provides a plug-in for popular browsers so that
the user can perform the actions in her normal browser environment.
Ź Proxy: The load testing tool sets up a proxy server that is registered in a normal browser
and records the requests.
The main advantage of this approach is that it is fast and easy. In particular, AJAX calls are
supported by design.
The record-and-play approach can be improved by breaking down the requests into
single steps, allowing the user to recombine the steps to create a different specification.
This approach can also be combined with the scripting approach (see next section), if the
recording output is provided as a script instead of a list or tree of recordings in the UI.
The possibility to modify and rearrange the recording is a major improvement when it
comes to maintainability and flexibility of the tests. However, special parameters (like JSF
View State IDs, see Chapter 6) may require some modification, which can be rather easy or
difficult, depending on the support of the respective load testing tool.
3.4.2 Scripting
By providing a suitable script language such as JavaScript, a load testing tool can allow
the user to specify action sequences in code. In combination with the recording approach
introduced above, scripts don’t have to be written entirely.
The most significant advantages of this approach originate from the fact that the scripts
are in fact code, just like the application they intend to test. Therefore, the load test
specification can be versioned and organized by the same configuration management tools
and even alongside the code itself, which increases maintainbability. Also, scripts provide
a deeper control of the test execution. On the other hand, using the scripting interface
may require some training, especially if the tester is not already familiar with the scripting
language used by the load testing tool.
3.5 Workload Generation Approaches
Executing a load test usually involves executing one or more workload specifications a
couple of times. The number, the temporal distribution and the combination of different
specification executions can be handled quite differently.
7
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3.5.1 Open and Closed Workloads
First, we distinguish between open and closed workloads. Schroeder et al. [2006] give the
following definition for open and closed workloads:
Ź Closed workloads: A new request is only triggered by the completion of a previous
request (after a certain think time).
Ź Open workloads: A new request is only triggered by a new user arrival.
In the context of web applications, particularly those using AJAX, most requests depend
on preceding requests. Thus, a sequence of requests always belongs together and—if
considered separately—behaves like a closed workload. Therefore, we do not apply the
definitions of open and closed workloads on single requests, but on entire executions of
workload specifications.
Most tools do not make a difference between open and closed workloads. Instead, it
is possible to specify how many parallel ”virtual” users should be simulated and how
often each of these users performs a workload specification. While the users themselves
are executed concurrently, the repetition of a specification that a single user executes is
always sequential. Therefore, the generated workloads are generally closed workloads,
because a user starts a new cycle only when his previous cycle is completed. But by
setting the number of repetitions to a single execution of the specification and by in turn
increasing the total number of concurrent users, one can generate open workloads. The
typical characteristics of open workloads like arrival rates or distributions can also be
achieved by delaying some of the virtual users.
Schroeder et al. [2006] also consider partly-open systems, which combine external
arrival rates (open workload) with repetitions (closed workload). In order not to overflow
the system, a repetition only occurs with a certain probability, so that the workload is not
strictly closed.
3.5.2 Load Intensity
The second characteristic of a workload is its intensity distribution over time, which is
determined by the arrival rate. We only list the most basic patterns and refer to v. Kistowski
et al. [2014] for more details.
Note that in production use, users would usually not start coming in all at once, but
increasingly over a (short) period of time. This is usually modeled as a ramp-up time at
the beginning of the test.
Constant
A rather simple way of modeling load distribution is to create a constant number of
concurrent users (see Figure 3.2a), which operate independently and send one request after
8
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(a) Constant (b) Peaks (c) Periodic
Figure 3.2. Different load intensities
another, optionally including a ”think time”. This approach ensures that there is always a
constant number of users active in the system.
Peaks
For some application types, a typical production workload is not constant, but rather heavy
at a few times only. For example, the registration system used for the tutorial groups at the
University of Stuttgart is only used at the beginning of the semester. In the first few weeks,
there are a few times with very high workload, while during the rest of the time, the server
is rarely used.
This can be modeled as a constant (base) workload combined with workload peaks,
that are distributed evenly over the entire time period. A graphical representation of such
a load intensity can be seen in Figure 3.2b.
Seasonal/Periodic/Cyclic
Another way of modeling workload is to have a different amount of concurrent users that
never drops below a predefined lower limit and never rises above a predefined upper limit,
like seen in Figure 3.2c. The concurrent user numbers will alternate between these limits
and thus simulate a daily or weekly routine.
Advanced Model-based Approaches
In order to model user behaviour more realistically (especially for large numbers of users),
workload generation models can be employed. The execution still consists of basic steps
that need to be recorded or scripted (see above). These steps are then combined by a
workload generation model to form a more complex workload specification. In particular,
the workload model defines the number, frequency and order of the basic steps.
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For more details about workload generation models, we refer to Hoorn et al. [2008], Roy
et al. [2013], Feitelson [2002], Schroeder et al. [2006] and v. Kistowski et al. [2014].
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Market Overview and Shortlist
In the following, we provide the full list of all load testing tools that we have found on the
Internet during our research. At the end of the chapter we list the tools that we selected for
the evaluation.
4.1 Market Overview
In this section, we shortly describe the load testing tools we found during our market
research.
JMeter (Apache)
Apache JMeter is the de-facto standard open-source tool. While the base functionality is
already quite good, it comes with plenty of plug-ins for almost every use case.
Ź License: Apache License 2.0
Ź Website: http://jmeter.apache.org/
Load Test (AppPerfect)
The tool developed by AppPerfect provides all important features and also supports
scheduling and monitoring. WebSockets are not supported.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www.appperfect.com/products/
load-test.html
Load Tester (webperformance)
Webperformance offers a tool focused on browser-recording and replay based on the
Selenium framework. Monitoring is supported and a cloud service can be used for load
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generation. WebSockets are not supported.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www.webperformance.com
loadIT (NovaTec)
NovaTec loadIT is technically an extension of Apache JMeter. As such, it supports plug-ins
written for JMeter and has a similar user interface. There are various improvements and
additions.
Ź License: Proprietary (free of charge)
Ź Website: http://www.loadit.de/
LoadRunner (HP)
HP’s LoadRunner is based on scripts, has a large number of features and supports a wide
range of technologies, including WebSockets.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www8.hp.com/us/en/
software-solutions/loadrunner-load-testing/
index.html
Loadtest (alexfernandez)
Loadtest is based on Node.js and provides a command-line as well as a JavaScript interface,
and provides only the most basic features.
Ź License: MIT license
Ź Website: https://github.com/alexfernandez/
loadtest
12
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LoadUIWeb (SmartBear)
LoadUIWeb Pro is based on browser simulation (in contrast to simply sending predefined
requests) and execution in the cloud. WebSockets are not supported directly.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://smartbear.com/products/
qa-tools/load-testing/
NeoLoad (NeoTys)
NeoTys NeoLoad features a great user guidance and many automated tasks.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www.neotys.com/product/
overview-neoload.html
PhantomJS
PhantomJS is a JavaScript framework for website testing that can also be used for perfor-
mance testing.
Ź License: BSD
Ź Website: http://phantomjs.org/
RPT (IBM)
IBM’s Rational Performance Tester is a large software package closely integrated with the
Java language and the Eclipse framework.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www-03.ibm.com/software/
products/de/performance/
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Silk Performer (Borland)
Borland’s Silk Performer is a feature-rich tool that integrates with virtually any other
technology.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www.borland.com/products/
silkperformer/
SOAtest/LoadTest (Parasoft)
Parasoft’s SOAtest is designed for API testing of web services, so there is no browser
recording and other features common to load testing tools for web applications. However,
sending HTTP messages is supported and Parasoft’s LoadTest of managing and evaluating
load tests, so that load testing web applications is possible. WebSockets are not supported.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www.parasoft.com/soatest
The Grinder
The Grinder is another popular open-source tool.
Ź License: Custom open source license
Ź Website: http://grinder.sourceforge.net/
Thor
Thor is a utility tool for testing WebSocket connections, based on Node.js.
Ź License: MIT license
Ź Website: https://www.npmjs.org/package/thor
Tsung
Tsung is a load testing tool based on the Erlang programming langauge that supports both
HTTP and WebSockets (among other protocols), although the support for the latter is only
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experimental.
Ź License: GPLv2
Ź Website: http://tsung.erlang-projects.org/
WAPT (Softlogica)
Softlogica’s WAPT provides a selection of the most useful and important features on a
clean and intuitive user interface that guides the user.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www.loadtestingtool.com
WebLOAD (RadView)
The most distinctive features of RadView’s WebLOAD are its modern Office-like interface,
recording to JavaScript and full WebSocket support.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://radview.com/
Webserver Stress Tool (Paessler)
Paessler’s Webserver Stress Tool is script-based and only includes rather basic features, but
it is advertised to be fast. WebSockets are not supported.
Ź License: Proprietary
Ź Website: http://www.de.paessler.com/webstress
4.2 Shortlist
From the tools that are listed above, we first eliminated the commandline tools like LoadTest,
because they lack functionality and are unsuited for the usage in bigger projects. Then
we eliminated tools whose main purpose is not load testing, like PhantomJS and SOAtest.
Among the remaining tools we selected the following eight representative tools: JMeter,
loadIT, NeoLoad, WAPT, RPT, LoadUIWeb Pro, LoadRunner, and Silk Performer.
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Chapter 5
Criteria Catalog
In this chapter we list and explain our evaluation criteria. These are grouped into meta
criteria (Section 5.2), which are not part of the product itself, non-functional (Section 5.3)
and functional (Section 5.4) criteria.
5.1 Scales
For each criterion, we define a scale that it is evaluated on. Some are simply lists of those
items that are supported by the tool, or only rated on a binary scale where
”y” means the item is present/supported and
”n” means it is not present/supported.
Most criteria are rated on a three-valued ordinal scale where
”-” means the item does not fulfill the expectations we have in a load testing tool,
”0” means the item at least fulfills our expectations and
”+” means the item exceeds our expectations.
5.2 Meta Criteria
In the following subsections we represent analysis methods of meta data within separated
subject areas. These results are acquired by statistical methods and valuations. Here we
segmented our meta criteria in the following subsections: At first we amplify which licence
type our tested product has. In the next subsections we rate the quality and quantity of
the documentation and the support service and alternative provided support channels. In
the following there are several criteria points summarized in the chapter usability. We also
consider the stability rate of the product as well as the extensibility.
5.2.1 License
Even though the license does not influence the rating, it is specified for reference. Using
an open source tool may have several advantages that include the ability to debug and
customize the tool using its source code. On the other hand, commercial solutions often
17
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come with included support. Since support, documentation and extensibility are treated
as individual criteria, the license itself is not included in the overall rating. But it will be
remarked, if a load testing tool can be used with a commercial or free licence and if the
source code is available.
5.2.2 Documentation
The term documentation covers the entirety of information on the use and design of a
product. The existence of the following kinds of documentation is evaluated (no matter if
it is being provided by the tool publisher or by third parties):
• User manual
• Wiki
• Tutorial (text)
• Tutorial (video)
• Integrated documentation (help-function)
• For open source tools: Detailed JavaDoc or similar source code documentation
Incomplete or outdated documentation is not considered.
5.2.3 Support
Support is a set of communication channels that allows users to get help with problems
that could not be solved using the documentation. The existence of the following kinds of
support channels is evaluated:
• E-Mail / Contact form
• Telephone
• (Highly available) hotline
• User/Community forum
• Mailing list
• Moderated forum with expert support
Closed or outdated support channels are not considered, but listed for reference.
5.2.4 System Platforms
All supported platforms, i.e., operating systems that the controller and/or the agents can
be executed on, are listed. This is not to be confused with the platforms for potential
under-test applications, which a tool may have special support for.
18
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5.3 Non-Functional Criteria
5.3.1 Usability
We split the usability into three sub-criteria: simplicity, user guidance, and an undo
function.
The simplicity is shown on an ordinal scale ranging from ”-” to ”+”:
”-” The user interface is too complex and unstructured or the structure is too confusing.
Functions are labeled in an unintuitive way.
”0” The user interface is easily comprehensible with a little help from the manual.
Functions are organized in a coherent structure and labeled appropriately.
”+” The user interface is structured similarly to other well-known applications, places
functions where the average expert user would expect them to be and supports the
user with directed hints and expressive icons, so that consulting the manual is not
necessary.
The user guidance is shown on an ordinal scale ranging from ”-” to ”+”:
”-” The user is not guided in any way and has to find his way through the tool on his
own.
”0” The tool uses wizards and tells the user what he can adjust.
”+” The tool guides the user through the process of a load test and highlights settings
that need to be configuired.
The presence of an undo function is evaluated on a binary scale.
5.3.2 Stability
The stability of the tool is evaluated by the absence of the following events during a
one-hour testing:
• Lacking UI responsiveness
• UI crash
• Load generator crash
5.3.3 Extensibility
The existence of the following interfaces is evaluated:
• Protocols
• Reporting formats
19
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5.4 Functional Criteria
Load testing tools offer a broad range of different and sometimes very specific features.
This evaluation concentrates on features that are of general interest as well as features that
are necessary to test JSF applications. Note that not only features directly included in the
product are evaluated, but also features that are available through a plug-in. Here we made
a point on separating this topic into the subsections supported protocols and workload
specification.
5.4.1 Supported Protocols (K.O. Criterion)
It is evaluated if the tool supports HTTP, HTTPS and WebSockets. Tools that do not support
HTTP are excluded completely from the evaluation.
5.4.2 Workload Specification
Some possible ways to generate workload specifications have been described in Section 3.4.
For the evaluation of the tools, the extent to which they support these workload generation
approaches is evaluated. The workload generation approaches are subdivided into two
main methods, namely record and play and also scripting.
Record-and-Play
First, the setup procedure of the record-and-play environment is evaluated. This includes
the supported methods (Proxy and/or Tunnel), web browsers (Firefox, Chrome, Internet
Explorer, etc.) and the ability of the tool to automatically open and configure the respective
browsers. In particular, the tool’s internal proxy server needs to be able to handle HTTPS
traffic. These single items are documented using a binary scale each.
Second, the further processing of the recording is evaluated. A tool can support the
user in various ways to allow her to create a workload specification from her recording
quickly:
• Automatic grouping of requests (detecting requests that belong together)
• Manual grouping of requests (by selecting groups or by clicking a button when the
current group is complete)
• Custom naming of individual requests by the user (possibly at recording time)
• Outputting the recording as an editable script (which inherently allows copy&paste,
editing and commenting). If so:
• Is the script commented to help the user find individual requests?
• Is the script well structured and easily readable?
• Does the script structure allow to deactivate and/or exchange requests quickly?
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• Outputting the recording as a list on the UI, which may allow to:
• Reorder requests
• Dynamically deactivate requests (for testing purposes)
• Copy&Paste requests
• Edit request parameters
The support for each of these is documented on a binary scale and the overall user
experience using the record-and-play function is rated on an ordinal scale from ”-” to ”+”.
In addition, the ability to handle the JSF View State ID, which is required for our specific
test application (see Chapter 6), is evaluated on an ordinal scale from ”-” to ”+”:
”-” The JSF View State ID must be retrieved manually and inserted into subsequent
requests. The procedure to do so is not documented and/or time-consuming.
”0” The JSF View State ID must be retrieved manually and inserted into subsequent
requests. The procedure to do so is well documented and the tool allows to apply
the new View State ID to multiple subsequent requests at once.
”+” The JSF View State ID is detected and handled automatically.
Note that testing tools that cannot handle JSF (JavaServer Faces) View State at all are
excluded from our evaluation.
Scripting
If the tool offers some kind of scripting language to create or enhance workload specifica-
tions, the following criteria are evaluated:
Ź Is the language a common language that an average web developer might already know?
Ź Are the features of the language documented with respect to the use in the load testing
tool?
Ź Does the load testing tool offer syntax highlighting?
Ź Does the load testing tool offer auto completion?
5.4.3 Execution
In the following subsections we define which aspects of a tool have to be taken into account
to provide an evaluation basis for the whole functionality of the load testing tool. The
different aspects are clearly sophisticated. Some of them have their own matching rate
with ideal load testing tool features which are predefined in every subsection.
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Combination of Test Parts
A useful feature to quickly assemble different workload specifications is the combination
of tests from smaller (previously recorded or scripted) parts. In addition to the mere
possibility to combine and rearrange test parts, control structures like branching (if) and
looping (while, for) have been evaluated.
Parametrisation
In order to run workload specifications, which follow the same sequence of requests, but
are executed with different parameters, a feature is required to assign certain request
parameters to values retrieved from a list or file. This feature—if present—has been
evaluated by using different login data for otherwise identical workload specifications, and
rated on an ordinal scale from ”-’ to ”+”:
”-” Although there is no particular support for parametrisation, it is possible to duplicate
workload specifications and change individual parameters manually.
”0” The tool supports inserting different values for specific parameters. Values are
entered in a table.
”+” The tool supports inserting different values for specific parameters and can also
evaluate value expressions. Values can be entered in a table or imported from a file.
Pre-test Execution
After creating a workload specification, the user wants to verify if it runs correctly against
her application server, mostly without running an entire load test to do so. A feature
that ignores all settings about load generation models, distributed load generation agents,
etc. and only executes a workload specification once is useful to determine whether the
workload specification and application server are correctly configured for the main test
execution. Only the existence of such a feature is evaluated on a binary scale.
Workload Models
It is evaluated if the tool supports the following workload models:
• Constant distribution
• Peaks
• Periodic, Cyclic, Seasonal
• User-defined function
It is also evaluated if the tool supports Ramp-Up.
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Distributed Execution
An important part of load test executions is to ensure that the load generator itself is not
the bottleneck. Therefore, multiple machines are used as load generators and they need
to be coordinated. The extent to which the load testing tool facilitates the configuration,
execution, and data collection on multiple machines is evaluated on an ordinal scale from
”-” to ”+”:
”-” Distributed test execution is not supported at all by the tool and could only be
performed manually.
”0” Distributed test execution is possible, but a lot of manual configuration is required.
The tool supports at least starting and stopping remote machines simultaneously.
”+” Distributed test execution is supported by the tool. It helps setting up remote
machines and transferring configurations and test data to those machines. After
executing the test, the tool is able to collect the recorded results automatically.
Test Abortion
It is evaluated on a binary scale, whether the tool supports canceling a running test within
a reasonably short time, also on all remote machines, if those can be controlled from within
the tool.
5.4.4 Reporting
This chapter only deals with the report function of the load testing tool. The different as-
pects we take into account are clearly distinguished in report contents, -format, -generation
and report management. The subsections contain an ideal feature that we expect load
testing tools to have.
Report Contents
To evaluate the reports generated by the load testing tools, mostly the information included
in the reports is taken into account:
• Input data and test environment
• Request times
• Throughput
• Utilization
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Report Format
The available formats for reports should on the one hand provide a clearly represented
overview of the test results and on the other hand provide structured and detailed infor-
mation. Furthermore, a machine-readable format that allows for further use of the data in
other applications (e.g., Microsoft Excel©) can be useful.
The available reporting formats as a whole are rated using an ordinal scale from ”-” to
”+”:
”-” The reports can be displayed within the tool’s interface and options for export are
very limited or unsatisfying, so that a good visualization cannot be achieved even
after exporting the raw data to another tool.
”0” The reports can be displayed and there are several useful export options, at least
one of which is a structured data format. Results are put into graphs to provide an
overview.
”+” Reports are displayed both as graphs and as tables. The offered export formats are
well structured and offer detailed information.
Report Generation
It is investigated whether the testing tool allows customization of its reports. This involves
the possibility to select the parts of the report (rated on a boolean scale), as well as the
possibility to provide additional data sources such as the results of profiling instruments,
etc.
Moreover, it is an advantage if a tool provides partial results during the test or when a
test fails, both documented on a binary scale.
Report Management
When conducting a lot of load tests, it is important to have some kind of report management.
Features like local report management, centralized report management, report sharing
and report comparison can be provided by a load testing tool to facilitate the report
management. Additionally, a tool might be able to compare the results of multiple test
executions and generate comparative reports. These individual features are documented
on a binary scale.
5.4.5 Maintainability of Workload Specifications
Note that this is not a strictly separate criterion, since it is mainly influenced by other
features. But because of its importance in production use, we evaluate it separately.
In practice, an important part of load testing is to keep up with the changes of the
system under test. Therefore, a good load testing tool should support the maintenance of
load tests. We identified three major areas that affect maintainability.
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Ź Response Validation: Due to misconfiguration, network problems, or server overload,
a request can terminate with an error. Such errors can occur in different forms: The
server may be unreachable, it may send HTTP Status codes like 500 or 404, it may send
(small, quick) responses that indicate an internal subsystem failure (e.g., <error>This
server is overloaded, please return later.</error>) and are usually handled by the
UI layer in the browser, or it may simply send false responses (such as empty result
sets).
To ensure that the server was actually able to handle the load and did not only reply
with error messages, which requires a lot less time per client, load testing tools should
provide simple and efficient means to verify the responses. Possible verification methods
include:
For the evaluation we list the supported verification methods.
• Automatically detect and report network failures and negative HTTP Response Code
• Regex evaluation of responses or similar textual evaluation
• XPath queries on the response
• Automatic detection of common error message types
• Compare actual responses to recorded responses
Ź Modifying outdated tests: When the tester needs to modify a large workload specifica-
tion, it is important that the tool allows reordering, deleting and modifying the requests
quickly. In addition, a group-edit or batch-change or global search-replace feature can
save a lot of time.
Ź Modular test design: By re-using parts of workload specifications and assembling
longer tests from smaller modules, the amount of specification data can be reduced,
which means that there is less to maintain. Load testing tools should allow the user to
extract parts of a test, create a module and reference it from other tests.
Ź Manageable file format: If the load testing tool stores its data in a format (like XML)
that is recognized by source code management tools, the tests can be stored and
managed besides the software itself. It also makes merging and branching possible for
the workload specifications.
The overall ability of the tools to support load test maintenance is rated on an ordinal
scale from ”-” to ”+”.
”-” The tool does not have specific features to increase maintainability.
”0” The tool only offers some of the features listed above or some of them do not work
reliably.
”+” The tool offers most of the features listed above and they are easy to use and work
reliably.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation Procedure
This chapter presents the system under test (see Section 6.1), the test environment (see
Section 6.2), and the test scenario (see Section 6.3) used for the evaluation.
6.1 The System Under Test
The cooperation partner NovaTec (see Section 1.3) has provided an internally used and
developed application called NovaERM (see Figure 6.1) for this study. NovaERM is based
on Java Enterprise technologies like Enterprise Java Beans, Java Persistence API, Java Server
Faces 2.2, PrimeFaces and also JavaScript and therefore makes heavy use of AJAX. In order
to test the WebSockets capabilities of the load testing tools, NovaERM has been extended
by a feature based on WebSockets.
Figure 6.1. Login of the tested application
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6.2 Test Environment
All tests have been executed on regular laptops running Windows 7. In order to avoid
negative performance impacts, the test systems were connected to AC power during the
tests.
As application server, WildFly 8.1 was used to deploy the application. Also the latest
versions of the browsers supported by the tools (Chrome, Firefox Internet Explorer) were
used. Please note that the actually measured performance of the application is not of
interest in this study. In particular, the correctness and stability of the measurement results,
which the tools produced, have not been verified.
6.3 Test Scenario
In order to assess the tools’ capability to record browser requests and generate workload
specifications, we created a suitable test scenario. The test scenario includes a login, two
JSF views (each of which has its own View State ID) and several AJAX requests. Since the
test scenario is recorded from user interactions, we illustrate the scenario using screenshots:
The first action is the login (see Figure 6.1). After filling in the login form, the user
clicks the login button (”Anmelden”), which triggers a POST request to the server.
In response to the login request, the server redirects the browser (using a 302 response
code) to the homepage, which is the first JSF view. When loading the homepage, the
browser loads a number of additional JS and CSS files from the server.
The homepage shows a list of tasks (see Figure 6.2), which is not used in the test sce-
nario. Instead, the tester opens a search form for applicants from the menu (”Bewerbung”,
”Bewerberübersicht”). The search form is displayed in a new PrimeFaces tab using an
AJAX post-back request to the JSF view. The tester then switches to the search mode for
applicants (instead of tasks) using the radio-box (”Bewerbung”) at the top, which triggers
another AJAX request to refresh the entire user interface below.
The third step is to produce search results. In order to be able to perform the recording
quickly, the tester does not enter a search query, but simply clicks the search button
(”Suchen”) to retrieve all records from the database, which is done in another AJAX request.
The search usually takes less than a second.
After the results have been retrieved (see Figure 6.3), the user clicks the first entry. This
opens a new tab (see Figure 6.4) containing information about the selected applicant. The
tab is opened using a GET request to a specific URL, i.e., this step does not include another
AJAX request, but it creates a new JSF view, which is assigned a different view state ID (!).
To ensure that the load testing tools are capable of detecting the new JSF view state ID,
the tester triggers two AJAX requests in the new view by clicking the checkbox labelled
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Figure 6.2. The tasklist in NovaERM
Figure 6.3. Search screen for applicants
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Figure 6.4. Page with detailed information about the application
”Initiativbewerbung” twice. Since the UI underneath the checkbox depends on its state,
each click triggers an AJAX request.
After all four steps have been completed, the tester first stops the recording and then
logs out of the application and closes the two tabs to ensure that the next test will start in a
new session.
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Evaluation Results
This chapter provides the documented evaluation results of the eight selected load testing
tools (see Section 4.2).
7.1 JMeter
The manufacturing company of JMeter is Apache and the license of this load testing tool is
Apache 2.0. The version tested in this elaboration is JMeter 2.11, which is free to use for
companies and private persons. JMeter 2.11 can be ran on every operating system as long
as it has a working Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
Figure 7.1. JMeter’s UI
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7.1.1 Download and Installation
JMeter comes packaged as a zip archive. There is no setup required other than extracting
the archive and providing a JVM. In particular, there is no selective installation and no
helper for plug-in installation. To simplify the search for and installation of suitable plug-
ins, the website jmeter-plug-ins.org provides predefined sets of common plug-ins. The source
code of JMeter is freely available.
7.1.2 User Interface
The user interface is rather complex and has only partly been translated to languages
other than English. The main concept is to build a tree of elements that form the test. All
kinds of different elements like tools for recording, the recordings themselves, controllers
for the execution, results are organized in that main tree. Adding new elements requires
experience, a good tutorial or lucky guessing, since items are not labeled intuitively. There
are no wizards or beginner tips that introduce the interface and help with the first steps.
For the experienced user, the JMeter user interface serves its purpose and allows for
quick interaction with the software. JMeter does not provide an undo/redo feature.
7.1.3 Workload Specification
JMeter allows recording requests through a proxy server. While this proxy server works
with all major browsers, JMeter does not configure or open them automatically. The HTTPS
certificate also needs to be installed manually.
For the JSF View State ID, there is no dedicated feature in JMeter to automatically
handle or even detect it. However, JMeter is able to deal with the View State, since it
supports variables. Detailed instructions to manually configure the View State ID handling
are available on the internet.
WebSocket support is provided through a plug-in. Though the capability is very simple.
One can send and receive messages and specify the connection to be used. Also it is not
possible to record the ongoing WebSocket connection, hence the communication has to be
created by hand.
Recorded requests are not grouped automatically, but they can be grouped manually
after the recording is completed. This is a little cumbersome, though. Renaming, reordering
and deleting recorded requests as well as creating entirely new ones is easily possible.
JMeter uses a sophisticated GUI for viewing and editing request details. Request
parameters can be edited quickly in a table.
JMeter provides integration with various scripting languages. However, none of them
can be used to drive a load test from code entirely. Instead, JMeter offers several points
of integration with the scripting languages: Timers, pre- and post-processors, samplers,
assertions and listeners can be implemented as a script instead of defining them on the UI.
The older ones of the supported languages are BeanShell and BSF. While their interpreters
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still work, they have been deprecated in favor of a JSR-223 interpreter, which—among
others—also supports BeanShell, JavaScript, and many others.
Although JMeter is able to include the scripts from external files, so that an external
editor could be used, it also provides an integrated editor with syntax highlighting. Other
than that, the editor has only few features, which include bracket highlighting and block
folding—but there is no auto completion or integrated documentation.
There is not much documentation on how to use the scripting languages in JMeter. The
most important information (that is the available variables) is given directly in the editor
window. And of course, there is a general documentation of the scripting languages’ syntax
available on the internet.
In addition, JMeter has a (small) expression language to evaluate variable values for
request parameters, etc.
7.1.4 Execution
JMeter does not offer a pre-test execution. It is possible to combine different test parts, also
by using loops and branches. While JMeter does not offer a specific feature for running a
set of requests with varying parameters, a limited kind of parametrization can be achieved
by duplicating an entire sub-tree.
Natively, JMeter only offers constant load generation with ramp-up. More complicated
workload specifications can be achieved with plug-ins or manually by using timers and
loops.
Setting up a distributed load generation environment is simple and JMeter both starts
and stops/aborts distributed execution quickly.
JMeter shows most of its results already during the test execution. It cannot import
external data or use profiling tools to collect additional data. Distributed execution is also
possible and very easy to set up.
7.1.5 Monitoring
JMeter shows most of its results already during the test execution. But it is not able to
import external data or use profiling tools to collect additional data.
7.1.6 Organization, Presentation and Export of Test Results
JMeter does not have a result management; results are stored in special nodes in the tree.
Running a subsequent test either overwrites the existing results, or mixes them with the
new results.
Results are presented using graphs and tables. There is a variety of ”listeners” available
to collect and display different kinds of data. The design is quite simple and graphs
sometimes do not scale correctly so that the actual information is too small and/or the
graph does not fit the containing window.
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Most of the graphs can be exported as images and the raw data can be exported in CSV
format. When used with the UI, all exports need to be triggered individually. In headless
mode the export is done automatically. The final results contain request and response
times, appropriate utilization concepts within the same graph and performance values
represented by the PerfMon-Profiler.
7.1.7 Maintainability
To detect outdated load test specifications, the various response assertions in JMeter can
be used. However, these are mostly designed to detect server failures. In particular, there
is no feature to compare responses for similarity to a recorded response. With some
manual work, it is possible to create reasonable assertions, and JMeter offers several ways
to do so. There are assertions for duration, length and title of the response, simple (string
based) matchers, and for more complicated cases there is the scripting language integration.
Altogether, a detection for changed applications can be hand-crafted in JMeter.
When the application has changed, it is rather difficult to adjust the tests in JMeter.
While reordering and editing of single requests is easily possible, there is no feature to
modify multiple requests at once. Therefore, the most efficient solution to, e.g., react to a
changed JSF ID is to open the file in a text editor and use the search-and-replace function
there.
The fact that JMeter uses an XML based file format makes the latter quite easy. Aside
from being easily editable from other tools, the XML format is also well suited for version-
ing.
Modularization is possible in JMeter by moving requests to new modules in the
”WorkBench” and then using the ”Module controller” to include them into workload
specifications. While the interface and implementation of this feature is plain and simple, it
is still very effective in combination with the drag-drop functionality in JMeter’s main tree.
7.1.8 Extensibility
JMeter has a wide interface for plug-ins that gives users the opportunity to extend nearly
every aspect of the tool including the support of other protocols and the introduction of
new graphs.
7.1.9 Support
JMeter has an integrated HTML documentation that is also available online. While the
offline viewer is quite difficult to handle, the contents are comprehensive and helpful. For
additional help, there is both a forum and a mailing list. Many hints, tips and tutorials in
video and text format can be found on the web. The wiki was not accessible during our
evaluation.
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7.1.10 Summary
JMeter is the only open source tool we evaluated. While the GUI is very complex and
sometimes cumbersome to use, there is enough documentation and a large community
to help with problems. Besides that, JMeter shines through it’s extensibility which led to
many useful plug-ins. With the ”Module controller” and the versionable file format JMeter
also allows for sustainable load testing.
7.2 loadIT
loadIT is based on JMeter. Its manufacturer NovaTec offers the proprietary tool free of
charge, unless it is being used by other consulting companies.
7.2.1 Download and Installation
Up to the tested version 1.3, the tool required a license that could be obtained by registration.
In the newer version 1.4, loadIT can be installed by simply downloading and extracting a
zip archive. On Windows, the BAT file to start the tool did not work (though this may be
due to misconfiguration), but the SH file intended for Linux did.
7.2.2 User Interface
Although loadIT uses a more modern UI design, the interface structure is basically the
same as JMeter’s. NovaTec offers additional tree elements annotated with ”(NT)” that
provide more features and are slightly more usable. In particular, loadIT has good default
settings like the ”Prepopulate default test tree” feature.
While experienced users and also JMeter users will easily find their way in loadIT, the
user interface might still be unneccesarily complex for beginners.
7.2.3 Record and Play and Further Editing
loadIT provides a couple of improvements that simplify the creation of workload specifica-
tions. It has a modified proxy server and recorder, which is capable of opening the default
browser automatically and is easier to set up. However, it cannot configure the browsers,
either.
The JSF View State ID can be handled by a dedicated ”extractor”, which needs to be
activated manually and works fine.
The JMeter WebSocket plug-in seems not to be compatible with loadIT.
Recorded requests are grouped automatically in a reasonable way and (re-)grouping
them manually is easier than in JMeter. Renaming, reordering and deleting recorded
requests as well as creating entirely new ones is easily possible.
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(a) Request view in loadIT
(b) Results table in loadIT
Figure 7.2. loadIT’s UI
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7.2.4 Scripting
In contrast to JMeter, loadIT only provides the BeanShell scripting languages—and none of
the others. Also, there is no syntax highlighting in loadIT.
7.2.5 Execution
In addition to the features that are already included in JMeter (see Section 7.1), loadIT is
able to retrieve dynamic request parameters from a central database, which distributes
them to the load agents. Also, there are some advanced features for the deployment and
synchronization of load agents that are not part of our evaluation criteria. Distributed
execution is also possible and very easy to set up.
7.2.6 Monitoring
loadIT shows most of its results already during the test execution. It is integrated with
DynaTrace and NovaTec’s inspectIT to get profiling data.
7.2.7 Organization, Presentation and Export of Test Results
Like JMeter, loadIT does not have an integrated report management, but it is able to store
results to a database. Also, it provides more detailed and structured tables. The final
results contain request and response times, appropriate utilization concepts within the
same graph and performance values represented by the PerfMon-Profiler.
7.2.8 Maintainability
All of JMeter’s response assertion features are available in loadIT, too, except for the missing
scripting languages. Additionally, there is a feature to automatically compare the actual
responses during test execution with recorded responses. This feature is not automatically
active during test execution and it will not cause the tests to fail. Instead, it can be called
manually after a test execution to compare the results. The comparison works quite well in
the default configuration and can be adjusted manually using a configuration file, so that
values that are known to change (like session IDs) will not be recognized as errors. A small
drawback is the integrated diff viewer, which fails to display large results (longer than 300
lines) and truncates them, so that the conflict is sometimes not visible. Nevertheless, the
feature can be used in a reliable way once it has been adjusted to avoid false positives.
Mass-edit is not present in loadIT, either. The file format is similar to JMeter and allows
for manual search-and-replace as well as versioning. Modularization is possible in the same
way, but loadIT additionally supports the modularization by grouping recorded requests
automatically.
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7.2.9 Extensibility
loadIt inherits the plug-in interface of JMeter (see Section 7.1.8).
7.2.10 Support
loadIT has a wiki which cant be joined by users. For help, there is a mailing list (of JMeter)
and you are able to contact the manufacturers directly via e-mail or telephone.
7.2.11 Summary
By extending JMeter, loadIT inherits all of JMeters strong points, but is not always able
to eliminate its drawbacks. The major improvements of JMeter include the handling of
the JSF View State ID, dynamic request parameters, the itegration with DynaTrace and
inspectIT, and the improved modularization.
7.3 NeoLoad
The manufacturing company of NeoLoad is Neotys and the license of this load testing tool
is proprietary. The test version is 4.2.2. This version runs on Windows, Linux, Solaris, IBM
AIX, HP-UX, and is also executable by VMware.
7.3.1 Download and Installation
NeLoad requires a license that can be obtained by registration. Users also have the
opportunity to download a 30 days trial-version and NeoLoad has a build-in update
function. NeoLoad is not open source.
7.3.2 User Interface
The user interface of NeoLoad has a clear and compact structure and the tool functions are
all very user-friendly and comprehensible. NeoLoad guides the user step-by-step through
the test process and automatically opens tabs where configuration is needed. Another
point to mention is the undo-function.
7.3.3 Record and Play and Further Editing
NeoLoad allows recording requests through either a proxy server or a tunnel. The proxy
server works with all major browsers and NeoLoad automatically configures and opens
them. When using HTTPS, a certificate has to be installed manually. NeoLoad also provides
automatic JSF support, dynamic parameters, and support of the WebSocket protocol. All
WebSocket connections are automatically recorded along the HTTP requests and listed in
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(a) Request view in NeoLoad
(b) Results summary in NeoLoad
Figure 7.3. NeoLoad’s UI
the UI. Sent messages are listed as single entries while recieved messages are listed in the
view of the connection request.
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Recorded requests are not grouped automatically, but they can be grouped manually
after the recording is completed. Reordering and deleting recorded requests as well as
creating entirely new ones is easily possible. But unfortunately, it is not able to export the
configured action groups as a script.
During the recording NeoLoad takes screenshots of the pages and shows them with the
requests which makes it easier to orient oneself in the list of requests.
7.3.4 Scripting
NeoLoad allows the user to insert JavaScript sections and also provides documentation.
The editor has syntax-highlighting but unfortunately no auto completion.
7.3.5 Execution
NeoLoad offers a pre-test execution to validate the workload specification and the test
environment. Various elements, like loops, branches, and delays, make it possible to create
advanced workload specifications.
When configuring the load intensity, the user can specify a constant load intensity, a
ramp-up, peaks, a custom function, and combinations of these.
Setting up a distributed load generation environment is very simple and convenient. It
is customizable and has an implemented abort function.
7.3.6 Monitoring
NeoLoad shows most of its results already during the test execution. It can also import
external data or use profiling tools to collect additional data itself.
7.3.7 Organization, Presentation and Export of Test Results
The data of each test execution is stored in a separate data set. NeoLoad also has a feature
to compare the result of different executions.
Results are presented using graphs and tables. The design is very clear and graphs
always scale correctly. Also, the extent of represented information is satisfying.
Most of the graphs can be exported as images: RTF, PDF, HTML, and XML. The raw
data can be exported in CSV format. All exports can be triggered individually or in groups.
The final results contain request and response times, appropriate utilization concepts, and
performance values.
7.3.8 Maintainability
To detect outdated load test specifications, the various response assertions in NeoLoad can
be used. However, these are mostly designed to detect server failures. In particular, there is
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no feature to compare responses for similarity to a recorded response. With some manual
work, it is possible to create reasonable assertions, and NeoLoad offers several ways to do
so. There are assertions for duration, length and title of the response, simple (string-based)
matchers.
When the application has changed, it is rather difficult to adjust the tests in NeoLoad.
While reordering and editing of single requests is easily possible, there is no feature to edit
multiple requests at once.
The modularization is provided with so-called ”Shader Containers” that allow for such
modules (e.g., Login) to be used in multiple workload specifications.
7.3.9 Extensibility
NeoLoad is in no way extensible.
7.3.10 Support
NeoLoad has a manual which is accessible online and another one integrated in the load
testing tool itself. Many hints, tips, and tutorials in video and text format can be found on
the web or in the official forum. For additional help, Neotys is providing support contact
by mail and a phone hotline.
7.3.11 Summary
NeoLoad is a very easy-to-use tool that has nearly every feature we wished a good load
testing tool to have, including automatic JSF ViewState handling. The features we missed
were automatic grouping of request, automatic comparision of respones, and mass-edit of
requests.
7.4 WAPT
The manufacturing company of WAPT is Softlogica and the license of this load testing tool
is proprietary. WAPT is available in two editions: the regular for around 700 USD and the
Pro Edition with additional functionality for around 1,200 USD. We tested the regular as
well as the Pro edition and indicate the features only available to Pro users.
7.4.1 Download and Installation
The tested version of WAPT requires no registration. The manufacturing company of WAPT
also provides a demo version of their load testing tool and users have the opportunity to
choose a selective tool installation. WAPT is not open source.
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(a) Request view in WAPT
(b) Summary graph in WAPT
Figure 7.4. The UI of WAPT
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7.4.2 User Interface
The user interface of WAPT has a clear and compact structure and the tool’s functions are
all very user-friendly and comprehensible. But unfortunately, it has no undo-function.
7.4.3 Record and Play and Further Editing
WAPT allows recording requests through a proxy server. Configuring it for SSL/HTTPS
is complicated. While the proxy server works with all major browsers, WAPT configures
and opens them automatically. WAPT even has an integrated browser, which is very
cumbersome to use though. Also, the HTTPS certificate needs to be installed manually,
without any help of instructions, because there are no official ones. WAPT supports
JSF, which has to be activated manually, but does not provide any introductions again.
Configurable WebSockets are also not provided in WAPT.
Recorded requests can be grouped automatically or manually after the recording is
completed. But the manual method is very laborious and the automatic one is too obscure
to understand it immediately. Renaming, reordering, and deleting recorded requests as
well as creating entirely new ones is possible.
7.4.4 Scripting
There is only a scripting language for the Pro version and also a very scarce documentation
for the user. The editor features syntax-highlighting but no auto completion.
7.4.5 Execution
WAPT offers a pre-test execution to validate the workload specification and the test
environment. It is possible to combine different test parts, also by using loops and
branches.
WAPT also offers a specific feature for running a set of requests with varying parameters
(better in PRO) and constant load generation only with ramp-up, peaks, and periodic
variants (only rectangular). It is not possible to specify custom load intensity functions.
Setting up a distributed load generation environment is simple, but only possible with
the Pro version. WAPT has an abort function and distributed execution is also possible and
very easy to set up.
WAPT offers (basic) response assertion. It is able to detect failed requests by checking
the response text for (the absence of) certain matches (”contains”). There is no feature
to compare the responses during execution with those recorded when the workload
specification was created. Furthermore, it is possible to detect responses that exceed a time
limit.
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7.4.6 Monitoring
WAPT shows most of its results already during the test execution and is able to use profiling
tools to collect additional data; only with the Pro version though. External data cannot be
imported.
7.4.7 Organization, Presentation and Export of Test Results
WAPT does not have a dedicated result management interface; results are stored a special
files, which can be organized in the file system only.
Results are presented using graphs and tables. The design is very clear and graphs
always scale correctly. But unfortunately the extent of the represented information is
limited.
The overall report can be exported in HTML format; individual graphs can be exported
as images (PNG). The raw data can be exported in CSV format, but only in the Pro version.
The final results contain request and response times and appropriate performance values.
7.4.8 Maintainability
To detect outdated load test specifications, the various response assertions in WAPT can be
used. Unfortunately the response assertions in WAPT have to be configured manually and
that is a very strict and inflexible way to do so. Only the response time and the presence
and absence of a string can be validated. However, these are mostly designed to detect
server failure. In particular, there is no feature to compare responses for similarity to a
recorded response. The editing of several actions is not possible: the search functions
works successfully in all areas, but not the replace function. Modular testing is also not
executable and in fact there does not exist a versionable file format.
7.4.9 Extensibility
WAPT is in no way extensible.
7.4.10 Support
WAPT has a manual which is accessible online as well as one integrated in the load testing
tool itself. Many hints, tips, and tutorials in video and text format can be found on the web.
For additional support, there is both a community forum and customer support via e-mail.
7.4.11 Summary
The functionality of WAPT is limited in nearly every category making it useless for load
test with very special requirements. Also the lack of features that support maintainability
hinder the use for sustainable load testing in large projects.
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7.5 RPT (Rational Performance Tester)
The manufacturing company of RPT is IBM and the license of this load testing tool is
proprietary. The price for the tool itself is around 2,253.86 EUR (as per July 2014). The
test version of RPT used in this elaboration can be executed on Windows, Linux, and AIX
systems.
7.5.1 Download and Installation
The tested version of RPT requires a license that can be obtained by registration. The
manufacturing company of RPT provides a demo version of their load testing tool. Another
beneficial point is that this load testing tool has an integrated update function. IBM does
not provide source code for the tool.
7.5.2 User Interface
As usual with IBM products, the user interface is based on Eclipse RCP. Therefore, the
structure of the RPT user interface is quite intuitive for regular Eclipse users, but may be
confusing for other load testers, since it does not exactly follow the process of load testing.
As part of the Eclipse integration, RPT offers the typical search and undo functions and
organizes its data into projects.
7.5.3 Record and Play and Further Editing
RPT allows recording requests through a proxy server. This proxy server works with all
major browsers and RPT configures and opens them automatically. The HTTPS certificate
does not need to be installed manually.
Recorded requests can be grouped automatically or manually after the recording is
completed. Renaming is only possible for action groups; reordering, and deleting recorded
requests as well as creating entirely new ones is easily possible.
RPT automatically correlates response and request data, including the JSF ViewState.
7.5.4 Scripting
RPT uses Java as its scripting language. There are good syntax-highlighting and auto
completion functions available (default Eclipse functionality).
7.5.5 Execution
RPT offers a pre-test execution to validate the workload specification and the test environ-
ment. It is possible to combine different test parts, also by using loops and branches.
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(a) Request view in RPT
(b) RPT’s UI during execution
Figure 7.5. The UI of RPT
RPT also offers an excellent feature for running a set of requests with varying parameters.
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It provides constant load generation and peaks with ramp-up, but there is no periodic load
intensity available.
The load generation of RPT is customizable and has an abort function. Distributed
execution is also possible and very easy to set up.
RPT offers response assertion. In particular, it is able to detect failed requests by
checking the response text for (the absence of) certain matches. There is also a reliable
feature to compare the responses during execution with those recorded when the workload
specification was created.
7.5.6 Monitoring
RPT does not show the results during the test execution. But it is able to import external
data, by IMB Tivoli, or use profiling tools to collect additional data.
7.5.7 Organization, Presentation and Export of Test Results
RPT has a result management. Results are presented using graphs and tables. The design
is not one of the beneficial points of this load testing tool, but the graphs always scale
correctly. Also, the extent of the represented information is satisfying.
Reports can be exported in HTML or RTF format. The raw data can be exported in CSV
format. All exports can be triggered individually or in groups. The final results contain
request and response times and appropriate performance values.
7.5.8 Maintainability
Load test specifications can be executed once locally to check if they still work. RPT
automatically checks for typical error codes/messages and also lists ”potential correlation
errors”, which can be used to detect relevant application changes. There are, however, a
few false positives and they cannot be set to ignore manually (unlike with other errors in
Eclipse).
Inserting manual response assertions is also possible using checks for response time,
size, title, or content matching. The latter can be done very conveniently by highlighting
the respective passage in the recorded response and adding it to the response check.
Editing request data individually is cumbersome because RPT does not split up the
HTTP GET parameters, but shows all of them as a single-line text block (in GET query
format). Mass-editing is still possible and can be done very easily, because RPT offers a
good global search-and-replace function that can be applied to very specific parts of the
test.
Modular test design is part of RPTs design concept. Using compound tests, the user
can assemble complex load test specifications from individual recordings using loops and
branches if required. The clearly structured tree view makes it easy to do so. All parts of a
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load test design are stored as individual files and organized in folders within the Eclipse
project. This causes many files to be created. Unfortunately, the RPT specific file formats
including the most important file format (.testsuite) are not based on plain text files, so
that they cannot be versioned. As a solution, IBM provides CVS integration from the IDE,
which has not been evaluated in this study.
7.5.9 Extensibility
Besides HTTP other protocols can be included through plug-ins. RPT can also be extended
though Java that can be used to perform various tasks like setting up the test environment
and gathering additional data during the execution.
7.5.10 Support
RPT has a manual which is accessible online and another one integrated in the load testing
tool itself. Many hints, tips, and tutorials in video and integrated text format can be found
on the web. RPT also has a moderated forum in which users are able to interchange.
For additional support, there is a customer support via e-mail and telephone available.
Although there is a wiki for RPT hosted on the IBM website, it is mostly empty.
7.5.11 Summary
RPT has all features needed for common load testing. A plus is the automatic correlation
of data that can be a big time saver when creating the workload specification. The fact that
RPT is based on Eclipse RCP makes it a good choice for users that are already familiar
with Eclipse or other IBM products.
7.6 LoadUIWeb Pro
The manufacturing company of LoadUIWeb Pro is SmartBear and the license of this load
testing tool is proprietary. The price for the tool itself is around 6,439 EUR. The test version
of LoadUIWeb Pro used in this elaboration can be ran on Windows/Linux/AIX.
7.6.1 Download and Installation
LoadUIWeb Pro requires a license that can be obtained by registration. Users also have the
opportunity to download a 14-days trial version and LoadUIWeb Pro has a build-in update
function. Since LoadUIWeb Pro is not open-source, there is no source code delivered with
the executable.
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(a) Request view in LoadUIWeb Pro
(b) Result summary in LoadUIWeb Pro
Figure 7.6. The UI of LoadUIWeb Pro
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7.6.2 User Interface
The user interface of LoadUIWeb Pro has a clear and compact structure and the tool
functions are all very user-friendly and comprehensible. The menu lists Undo/Redo
actions, but they do not work at all.
7.6.3 Record and Play and Further Editing
LoadUIWeb Pro allows recording requests through a proxy server. This proxy server works
with all major browsers and LoadUIWeb Pro configures and opens them automatically.
The HTTPS certificate does not need to be installed manually. JSF is also supported but has
to be activated manually. LoadUIWeb Pro does not have an integrated browser and does
not provide any configurable WebSockets.
Recorded requests can be grouped automatically or manually after the recording is
completed. But the automatic method has a very bad detection. Renaming, reordering, and
deleting recorded requests as well as creating entirely new ones is possible. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to copy requests or deactivate a request for testing purposes.
7.6.4 Scripting
LoadUIWeb Pro has no scripting elements.
7.6.5 Execution
LoadUIWeb Pro offers a pre-test execution to validate the workload specification and the
test environment. It is possible to combine different test parts with so-called complex
scenarios. These complex scenarios support static loops but no branching.
LoadUIWeb Pro also offers a feature for running a set of requests with varying param-
eters. It provides constant load generation and ramp-ups, but there is no periodic load
intensity available. There is also no way to run response-checks for error messages.
The load generation of LoadUIWeb Pro is customizable and has an abort function.
Distributed execution is also possible and very easy to set up.
7.6.6 Monitoring
LoadUIWeb Pro shows most of its results already during the test execution. But it is not
able to import external data or use profiling tools to collect additional data.
7.6.7 Organization, Presentation and Export of Test Results
LoadUIWeb Pro has a result management. Results are presented by using graphs. The
design gives a favourable impression and the graphs always scale correctly. Also, the extent
of the represented information is satisfying.
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Reports can be exported in HTML or PDF format. All exports can be triggered
individually or in groups. The final results contain request and response times and
appropriate utilization concepts. Unfortunately, the raw data cannot be exported in a
structured format like CSV.
7.6.8 Maintainability
To detect outdated load test specifications, the various response assertions in LoadUIWeb
Pro can be used. However, these are mostly designed to detect server failures. In particular,
there is no feature to compare responses for similarity to a recorded response. The
validation of responses is possible, but offers only string-matching.
When the application has changed, it is rather difficult to adjust the tests in LoadUIWeb
Pro. While reordering and editing of single requests is easily possible, there is no feature
to modify multiple requests at once. Therefore, the most efficient solution to, e.g., react to
a changed JSF ID is to open the file in a text editor and use the search-and-replace function
there.
The fact that LoadUIWeb Pro uses an XML based file format makes the latter quite easy.
Aside from being easily editable from other tools, the XML format is also well suited for
versioning.
Modularization is possible in LoadUIWeb Pro with so-called ”Complex scenarios”
which is a list of other scenarios to execute.
7.6.9 Extensibility
LoadUIWeb Pro is in no way extensible.
7.6.10 Support
LoadUIWeb Pro has a manual which is accessible online and another one integrated in
the load testing tool itself. Many hints, tips, and tutorials in video and text format can be
found on the web. LoadUIWeb Pro also has a moderated forum in which users are able to
interchange. For additional support, there is a customer support via e-mail and telephone
available. During the evaluation we found no wiki or mailing list.
7.6.11 Summary
LoadUIWeb Pro has all basic features needed by a load testing tool, but lacks functionality
to customize the workload specification and results in an extensive manner.
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7.7 LoadRunner
The manufacturing company of LoadRunner is HP and the license of this load testing tool
is proprietary. The price for the tool itself is around 0.56-2.00 USD per virtual user and day.
The test version of LoadRunner used in this elaboration can be ran on Windows XP and all
other types of Windows Servers.
7.7.1 Download and Installation
The tested version of LoadRunner requires a license that could be obtained by registration.
The manufacturing company of LoadRunner is also providing a demo version of their load
testing tool and users have the opportunity to choose for a selective tool installation. But
unfortunately there is no source for this tool available.
7.7.2 User Interface
LoadRunner is split up into multiple applications for designing, running and analysing
load tests (besides some more applications). These applications have three different designs
and user interface principles, which is confusing. The user guidance is quite satisfying
but shows a deficit at some points. A beneficial criterion is that LoadRunner has an
undo-function.
7.7.3 Record and Play and Further Editing
LoadRunner allows recording requests through a proxy server. This proxy server works
with all major browsers and LoadRunner configures and opens them automatically. Also
the HTTPS certificate does not need to be installed manually. LoadRunner supports JSF
but is only able to operate with one View State ID automatically.
The recorded requests are organized as code and therefore it is inherently possible to
reorder and delete requests as well as creating new ones. Unfortunately, the generated
code is barely commented and the variable naming is not always clear.
LoadRunner supports the WebSockets protocol quite remarkably. All connections and
sent messages are recorded and included in the script. Additional callback functions for
the OnOpen, OnMessage, OnError and OnClose allow the implementation of client logic
and/or logging.
7.7.4 Scripting
The languages available are C, Visual Basic, and Java. The corresponding documentation
is very comprehensible. Beside that the editor also features syntax-highlighting and an
auto-complete function.
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(a) Workload specification as script in LoadRunner
(b) Results view in LoadRunner
Figure 7.7. The UI of LoadRunner
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7.7.5 Execution
LoadRunner offers a pre-test execution to validate the workload specification and the test
environment. Because the requests are organized in code, it is very easy to implement loop,
branches, and parametrization.
Concerning workload intensity, LoadRunner features constant load with ramp-up and
custom functions.
Distributed execution is also possible and very easy to set up.
7.7.6 Monitoring
LoadRunner shows most of its results already during the test execution and uses profiling
tools to collect additional data. But unfortunately it is not able to import external data.
7.7.7 Organization, Presentation and Export of Test Results
Results are presented by using graphs and tables. While the user interface looks very
crowded, the graphs always scale correctly and a wide range of information is available.
LoadRunner can export to a wide variety of file format, including HTML, PDF, some
image formats and also CSV and XLS as structured formats.
7.7.8 Maintainability
The fact that the requests are organized as code, makes the workload specifications easy to
maintain. Modularization is achieved by simply extracting the requests into a new function.
Also code is very easy-to-use with versioning software. The editing of multiple requests at
once can be done with the text-replace function.
To detect outdated workload specifications LoadRunner allows for response validation
and the comparison of responses to the recorded ones only during the pre-test execution,
which is adequate for the purpose of maintainability.
7.7.9 Extensibility
LoadRunner is designed on top of an extensibility framework called Addin Tree. This
allows everyone to fully customize the tool with plug-ins.
7.7.10 Support
LoadRunner has a manual which is accessible online and another one integrated in the
load testing tool itself. Many hints, tips, and tutorials in video and text format can be
found on the web. LoadRunner also has a moderated forum in which users are able to
interchange. For additional support, there is a customer support via e-mail and telephone
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available and an exclusive hotline for clients. During the evaluation we found no wiki or
mailing list.
7.7.11 Summary
LoadRunner organizes the workload specification as code, which inherently adds many
features like response validation and modularization. Apart from that, LoadRunner has a
wide functionality that allows it to be used for nearly every use case.
7.8 Silk Performer
The manufacturing company of Silk Performer is Borland and the license of this load
testing tool is proprietary. The test version of Silk Performer used in this elaboration can
only be ran on Windows XP.
Unfortunately we were not able to fully evaluate Silk Performer, because the load
generator was not able to communicate with our test application. Hence we only show our
results as far as we have come in the evaluation procedure.
7.8.1 Download and Installation
The tested version of Silk Performer requires a license that could be obtained by registration.
Borland is also providing a demo version of their load testing tool and users have the
opportunity to choose for a selective tool installation. Another beneficial point is that this
load testing tool has an integrated update function. But unfortunately there is no source
for this tool available.
7.8.2 User Interface
The user interface is quite extensive but still ease-to-use. The user is guided with wizards
and Silk Performer also features an undo-function.
7.8.3 Record and Play and Further Editing
Silk Perfomer allows recording requests through a proxy server. This proxy server works
with all major browsers and Silk Performer configures and opens them automatically. Silk
Performer also features the automatic handling of session ID’s, including the JSF ViewState.
The recorded requests are organized as code and therefore it is inherently possible to
reorder and delete requests as well as creating new ones. Unfortunately, the generated
code is barely commented and the variable naming is not always clear.
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7.8.4 Support
Silk Performer has a manual which is accessible online and another one integrated in the
load testing tool itself. Many hints, tips, and tutorials in video and text format can be
found on the web, plus it has a wiki, too. Silk Performer also has a moderated forum in
which users are able to interchange. For additional support, there is a customer support
via e-mail. During the evaluation we found no mailing list.
7.9 Summary
This section gives a short summary of the evaluation results in the form of tables. The
entries evaluation result either on a binary scale (y/n) or on an ordinal scale (-/0/+)
defined in the criteria catalog (see Chapter 5).
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Documentation and Support
JMeter loadIT NeoLoad WAPT RPT LoadUIWeb LoadRunner Silk Performer
User Guide y y y y y y y y
Wiki y y n n y n n y
Tutorial: Text y n y y y y y y
Tutorial: Video y n y y y y y y
Integrated Manual y n y y y y y y
Code Documentation n omit. omit. omit. omit. omit. omit. omit.
E-Mail / Contact Form n y y y y y y y
Telephone n y y n y y y n
Customer-Hotline n n n n n n y n
Community Forum y n y y y y y y
Mailing List y y n n n n n n
Moderated Forum n n y n y y y y
Usability and Extensibility
JMeter loadIT NeoLoad WAPT RPT LoadUIWeb LoadRunner Silk Performer
Simplicity - 0 + + 0 0 - 0
User Guidance - - + + 0 0 0 +
Undo-Function n n y n y n y y
Protocols y y n n y n y
Reporting formats y y n n n n y
Record and Play - Supported Technologies
JMeter loadIT NeoLoad WAPT RPT LoadUIWeb Pro LoadRunner Silkperformer
HTTPS y y y y y y y y
WebSockets y y y n n n y
Proxy-Method y y y y y y y y
Automatic Proxy-Configuration n n y y y y y y
Firefox-Support y y y y y y y y
Chrome-Support y y y y y y y y
IE-Support y y y y y y y y
Integrated Browser n n n y n n n n
Automatic Opening n y y y y y y y
JSF-Support - + + - + + 0 +
Record and Play - Further Editing
JMeter loadIT NeoLoad WAPT RPT LoadUIWeb Pro LoadRunner Silkperformer
Grouping automatic n y n y y y n n
Grouping manual y y y y y y y y
Renaming y y y y n y y y
Output as Script n n n n n n y y
Script-Commentation omit. omit. omit. omit. omit. omit. - -
Script Readability omit. omit. omit. omit. omit. omit. 0 -
Output in the UI y y y y y y n n
Reorder Requests y y y y y y y y
Deactivation of Requests y y y n y n y y
Copy/Paste y y y y y y y y
Parameter-Modification y y y y y y y y
Scripting
JMeter loadIT NeoLoad WAPT RPT LoadUIWeb Pro LoadRunner Silk Performer
Documentation - - + 0 + omit. + 0
Autocomplete n n n n y omit. y n
Syntax-Highlighting y n y y y omit. y y
Execution
JMeter loadIT NeoLoad WAPT RPT LoadUIWeb LoadRunner Silk Performer
Composition y y y y y y y
Loops and Branching y y y y y n y
Parametrisation - 0 + + + + +
Pre-Test Execution n n y y y y y
Constant Distribution y y y y y y y
Peaks n n y y y n n
Periodic n n y y n n n
User-Defined y y y n y y y
Ramp-Up y y y y y y y
Distributed Execution + + + + + + +
Test Abortion y y y y y y y
Maintainability
JMeter loadIT NeoLoad WAPT RPT LoadUIWeb LoadRunner Silk Performer
Response-Validation y y y y y n y
Automatic Response-Comparison n y n n y n y
Group-Editing n n n n y n n
Modular Test Design y y y n y y y
Manageable file format y y y n n y y
Overall 0 + 0 - 0 0 +
Results
JMeter loadIT NeoLoad WAPT RPT LoadUIWeb LoadRunner Silk Performer
Input Data and Test Environment n n n n n n n
Content: Request/Response Times y y y y y y y
Content: Throughput y y y y y n y
Content: Utilization y y y n n y n
Report Format 0 0 + + + - +
Selective Export y y y y y n y
Profiling n y y y y n n
Import of extern Measurement Data n y y n y n y
Results during the Execution y y y y n y y
Organization of serveral Data Sets n n y n y y n
Comparison of Test Results n n y n y n y
7.10. Conclusion
7.10 Conclusion
In this study, we selected eight load testing tools and evaluated them using the criteria
catalog we created beforehand. We now give our opinion on which tools to consider for a
given use case.
At first sight, all of the load testing tools evaluated in this study are quite similar and
have clearly influenced each other: They all offer a recording-based approach to generate
workload specifications in the form of a list of requests, let the user correct, refine and
parametrise the generated requests. But beyond that, the tools differ significantly in the
number and quality of their features, as well as the ideas and concepts they are based on.
Some users may need to use a particular tool, because it is the only one that offers
integration with their system under test or the rest of their testing environment. For other
users, who are not restricted to a single tool, we provide a guideline to facilitate their
decision.
For users with little or no experience in load testing, who just want to try and find out
the costs and benefits of load testing, we do not recommend to use one of the open-source
tools, only because they are free and small in download size. Instead, the trial versions
of the commercial products should also be considered, which are also free. The decision
for a suitable load testing tool should be made beforehand, possibly with the hints below.
NeoLoad and WAPT provide a user-friendly interface and help getting started.
Probably one of the first decisions to be made is the decision between a script-based
and a UI-form-based tool, because it has a great impact on how the user works with the
tool and how changes, parametrisation, versioning, etc. need to be done. LoadRunner
and Silk Performer are the only two tools in this evaluation with code-based workload
specifications.
If the load tests are to be employed in a production environment on a day-to-day basis,
we recommend looking at loadIT and LoadRunner, because they offer the best features to
help maintain workload specifications.
Furthermore, the offered features of the tool should be considered. While no user will
need all of the features, we recommend to make sure that the desired features are available
in the preferred tool using the tables above, especially for WAPT and LoadUIWeb Pro,
since they are far from being feature-complete. Choosing a tool with many features that
are not needed for the particular use case may on the other hand result in confusion and
slower working speed. This might be the case with IBM’s Rational Performance Tester,
which offers most features.
Last but not least, one has to decide between an open-source and a commercial tool.
This is especially important for more complicated or unusual kinds of load tests, since they
might require changes to or internal knowledge of the tool. While the commercial vendors
offer support for their products (which is often included) and can therefore help with
special cases, the free tools have many special cases already built-in or available through
plug-ins, but they may be hard to find and understand. Being the only truly open-source
tool in the evaluation, JMeter can also be adjusted by the tester to fit the requirements. This
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is probably how loadIT was founded, but unfortunately loadIT is not open-source, so that
it cannot be adjusted as easily.
For good WebSocket support, we recommend LoadRunner, because of its ability to
simulate client-side logic, which is needed to test complex WebSocket communication.
The above thoughts can be useful to decide for or against a particular load testing tool,
but we explicitly point out that only a small selection of the available load testing tools
have been evaluated, so that we recommend looking at other similar tools before making a
decision.
The purpose of this study was to find a good load testing tool for the test application
NovaERM. In our opinion, NeoLoad would be best suited. It comes with all required
features (especially excellent JSF support) and is not overfilled with functionality, which is
not needed. NeoLoad’s simple and clear user interface is also an important point, because
NovaERM is developed mostly by working students. Hence, the staff is changing on a
regular basis. Also, if NovaERM will use WebSockets in the future, NeoLoad already has
basic support.
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